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Looking Forward to the September Webcast 
Highlighted Findings from NAEMS 
In 2007, monitoring for the National Air Emissions Monitoring Study (or 
NAEMS) was initiated to measure emissions of regulated gases from 
representative livestock and poultry facilities across the U.S.  Now that 
the monitoring has been completed and the data has been turned over to 
EPA, the project is able to report study findings.  Join in as Drs. Al Heber 
and Erin Cortus highlight results of this multi-species study and offer their 
perspectives. September 16, 2011 at 2:30 pm (Eastern) More... (The 
flyer will be available within a week). 
 
Note: The webcast series is going on vacation in August. We will not 
have a webcast presentation this month.  

 

 
 
What Is Going On In the LPE Learning Center? 
Manure Expo Archive, Your Best Guess 

 

Manure Expo Archive. Kevan Klingberg’s (University of Wisconsin 
Discovery Farms) presentation “Manure Application to Frozen and Snow 
Covered Soils” is now available at the LPELC webcast archive. Two 
additional presentations are still being edited for posting. More...  

 

Your Best Guess. Test your “poo proficiency” by watching a short video (1 minute) and using 
the comment section to post your best guess to answer the question. (If you prefer, you can 
email your guess to Jill jheemstra@unl.edu instead). We will recognize people with correct 
answers in next month’s newsletter. The EnvAgLeaders Facebook page is part of the beginning 
farmer team within the LPELC. If you have any photos or videos that would make a good “Best 
Guess” post, email them to Jill. 
 
Get the “Scoop” on New or Updated LPELC Web Pages: Get the latest updates and new 
content from the LPELC delivered right to you. Subscribe to the RSS feed to see new and 
updated articles from the LPELC. RSS Feed. A new widget is also available for embedding in 
your website or blog. The widget can be customized with multiple content areas or products 
from many different eXtension communities of practice.  Create your widget  
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National Resources 
Mortality Composting Video (Spanish), Photo Archive, Climate Change, 
Composting & Johne’s, EPA Water Website, Research Funding 
Mortality Composting Video (Spanish). The Cornell Waste 
Management Institute (CWMI) has announced the release of a Spanish 
language video on mortality and butcher waste composting. More... An 
accompanying fact sheet, poster and English language versions of all 
these resources is also available More… Jean Bonhotal of the CWMI 
has been featured on two LPELC webcasts related to mortality 
management “Livestock and Poultry Mortality Composting” and 
“Managing Livestock Mortalities”. 

 

Photo Archive. At the recent North American Manure Expo, many people took hundreds of 
photos and videos. These are being archived at a single site 
http://s1105.photobucket.com/albums/h360/ManureExpo/. To access the majority of photos, 
look on the right hand side for the sub-albums. Those are labeled with the name of the person 
who submitted them and the year they were taken. You are welcome to use the photos in your 
presentations, website or other resources as long as you give appropriate credit to the 
photographer. If you have photos or video from the Expo that you would like to add to the 
collection, contact Leslie Johnson ljohnson13@unl.edu for instructions. 
 
Climate Change. A new journal “Animal Frontiers” published its inaugural issue. One article 
may especially interest the LPELC audience. “Carbon, Climate Change, and Controversy” is a 
look at climate change and animal agriculture. It is authored by Marshall Sheperd, University of 
Georgia. More… 
 
Composting & Johne’s. A recently published article in “Trends in Animal and Veterinary 
Science Journal” examined the fate of Mycobacterium avium paratuberculosis (the organism 
that causes Johne’s disease) when manure containing the organism was composted in a typical 
windrow system. More...   
Related information: LPELC has a nice section on composting manure and a new page on 
pathogens and anaerobic digestion. 
 
EPA Water Website. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has updated and 
improved their “Water Quality Criteria for Nitrogen and Phosphorus Pollution” website. The 
website now includes progress and updates on state activities as well as a data access tool. 
More...  
 

Research Funding. The USDA Economic Research Service (ERS) has released a new 
publication “Public Agriculture Research Spending and Future U.S. Agricultural Productivity 
Growth: Scenarios for 2010-2050” The report examines how different levels of research funding 
can impact agricultural output in the coming year. More...  
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Spotlight On: 
Carbon & Rangeland, Feedlot Effluent Pumping, E. coli Tracking, Cattle Hoop 
Barns, Increase, Modern Marvels   
 

 

Carbon & Rangeland. Rising carbon dioxide (CO2) levels can reverse 
the drying effects of predicted higher temperatures on semi-arid 
rangelands, according to a study published today in the scientific journal 
Nature by a team of U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and 
university scientists. More...  
 
Photo courtesy of the USDA NRCS. 

 

Feedlot Effluent Pumping. The Iowa State University Beef Center is sponsoring a project to 
look at the costs associated with pumping the settled effluent from open feedlots.  With this 
project small sewage pumps are being installed to pump the runoff water to corn fields where it 
will soak into the soil preventing any runoff water from leaving the property. The preliminary data 
is summarized in their July newsletter. More… 

E. coli Tracking. Two Texas watersheds have been declared “impaired” as a result of high 
levels of E. coli contamination. The source of the contamination is unknown. A team of 
researchers aims to change that by collecting manure and other source samples throughout the 
watershed and comparing them to the genetic fingerprints of the E. coli found in the water. 
More… 

Dairy & Greenhouse Gases. U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) scientists have produced 
the first detailed data on how large-scale dairy facilities contribute to the emission of 
greenhouse gases. ARS soil scientist April Leytem led the year-long project, which involved 
monitoring the emissions of ammonia, carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide from a 
commercial dairy with 10,000 milk cows in southern Idaho.  More... 

Cattle Hoop Barns Increase. A recent survey shows that hoop barns for beef cattle production 
are becoming more common in Iowa, offering benefits for the environment. The new survey, 
completed in December 2010, found that Iowa has about 680 hoop barns for beef cattle. The 
majority—83 percent—are used for feeding beef cattle in bedded confinement, following the 
model developed by the Hoop Group. The researchers estimate that hoop barns account for 
about 15 percent of the beef cattle fed in Iowa annually.  More...  

For even more news from the world of manure management, check out the LPELC newsroom 
 
Events and Announcements 
Composting Demo, Manure Science Review, 
Vermicomposting, Mortality Management 
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Composting Demo. A composting demonstration day will be held at 
the Dickinson Research Extension Center in Dickinson, North Dakota. 
August 16 starting at 9:30 am (mountain) More...  

Manure Science Review. Learn about manure solids for bedding, 
sidedressing manure, preventing nutrient loss and more. Held August 
16 at the Winner Family Farm in DeGraff Ohio. More...  

Vermicomposting. NCSU’s 12th Vermiculture Conference will be 
held on October 10-11, 2011 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. More...  

Mortality Management. Save the date for the 4th International 
Symposium on Managing Animal Mortality, Products, By Products, 
and Associated Health Risk: Connecting Research, Regulations, and 
Response. May 21-24, Dearborn, MI. More...  

 

Have your state/regional/national event added to our calendar of events. Send them to Jill at 
jheemstra@unl.edu. 
    

Hot Topics 
Manure and Animal Ag In the News 

From NPR. “Salmonella Outbreak Reignites Debate Over Antibiotics in Food Supply More...   

From Eatocracy (CNN). Does 4-H desensitize kids to killing? More...  
 
Modern Marvels. Some members of the Pennsylvania State University Cooperative Extension 
team were recently filmed as part of the History Channel’s popular series “Modern Marvels”. A 
show, set to air in 2012, will include information on manure injection and odor detection. More... 
 
The LPE Learning Center is a community of practice within the National eXtension Initiative | Room 6 ACB | Lincoln | 
NE | 68583-0918 

A portion of the work of the LPE Learning Center is supported by USDA NIFA through the Beginning 
Farmer and Rancher Development Program award #2009-49400-05871 
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